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Aim

 To understand the issues faced with providing water for everyone in 

the UK

Do Now

How do you use water in your daily life?





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=URRByw9VKyQ

• Make notes on this video



UK Water

• Almost 50% of the UK’s water is used in the 

home

• Almost 21% of the UK’s water is lost through 

leakage

• UK water demand is rising

Why is UK water demand rising?



Rising demand

• Growing population

• More houses being build

• Increase in water intensive appliances e.g. 

coffee machines, dishwashers



Supplying Water

How do we get our water?

Precipitation
Rivers

Reservoirs

Groundwater 

aquifers



Aquifer



Water Stress/Surplus

• In the UK the North and West of the UK has 

a surplus of water due to high rainfall, low 

evaporation and plenty of sites for reservoirs

• In the South and East there is a water deficit, 

this creates water stress – where demand 

exceeds supply. This is due to less rainfall and 

it being the most densely populated part of 

the UK

• Drought make this worse



Task

Define 

Water stress

Water deficit

Water Surplus

Ext – How could the UK support the whole 

country and stop water stress? 



Saving water

• Water can be saved by:

• Using water meters

• Using recycled water

• Using more efficient appliances

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNL1iYKK

GzY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNL1iYKKGzY


Water Transfer

• In 2006 the government proposed transferring 

water from areas of surplus to areas of deficit

• However, the huge cost of this largely stopped 

it happening

• There is a growing need for water transfer but 

people resist due to the impact of land and 

wildlife, high cost and the amount of 

greenhouse gases released in the process of 

pumping water long distances



Water quality

• Water quality is very important

• The Environment Agency measures UK water 

quality

• River water quality is measured

• Chlorine is added to the water supply

• Sediment is removed

• Recreational use is restricted



However…

• Some issues still occur with our water due to:

• Leaching from old mines

• Discharge from industrial sites

• Runoff from chemical fertiliser from farmland

• Water used for cooling power stations 

released back into rivers



Task

Why do the South and East of England suffer from 

water stress?

How can we combat water stress?

Why is more not being done to stop water stress?

Ext – What problem is greater – food supply 

or water supply in the UK? 



What have we learnt today?

Aim

 To understand the issues faced with providing water for everyone in 

the UK


